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DO IT ONCE + 
DO IT WELL 

Interview with Debbie Cavit of Cavit+Co
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Nestled alongside a string of historical houses on 
the Ridge of Parnell Road resides Cavit+Co's new 
showroom – a contemporary design gallery of 
curated homewares from some of the world’s most 
sought after brands and leading artisans.

Debbie Cavit, who began the venture almost three decades 
ago, has relocated the business from a large showroom to 
a more domestic environment as the process of refi ning a 
home becomes more personal.

Cavit grew up receiving pieces of furniture from her father 
as birthday presents, which developed a lifelong love of 
design and a clear understanding of the power it has to 
create joy. This passion sees her travelling the globe annually 
in search of the best premium brands and products. A 
favourite stop being New York and North Carolina, where she 
attends the High Point Furniture Show – the must-see event 
in home furnishings.

Through this process Cavit has connected with leading 
designers and experts in the fi eld, such as Barbara Barry and 
Kelly Wearstler, keeping her abreast of current movements 
within the sector.

It is this ongoing genuine enthusiasm towards the makers and 
the core industry both here and overseas that has informed 
Debbie Cavit’s renowned discerning eye over the years, 
giving her the breadth of knowledge required to present 
such a balanced selection of sophisticated, distinctive and 
sensual designs.

Cavit+Co specialise in bringing luxury into the everyday. 
They are located 463 Parnell Road. For more information or to 
connect directly with Debbie and the team visit cavitco.com

We offer a personalised service; we sit down and 
get to know our clients and show them products 
from a global gallery rather than what’s available 
on the showroom floor.” – Debbie Cavit.

We believe you should buy the best you can buy 
and live with it for a lifetime” – Debbie Cavit

“

“

The importance of the quality of manufacture, form, 
proportion and sustainability are key values for Cavit+Co, 
this is evident the minute you enter the new gallery. Beautiful 
pieces of furniture sit intermingled with lamps, art and 
bespoke homewares within two separate rooms either side of 
the entrance, creating an intimate setting to absorb and enjoy 
the various objects of desire. 


